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In this article, the results of research of dynamical processes during the frst stage of amissile launch from very short-rangemobile fring
unit (MFU) are presented.Te determined laws of motion of the system’s components enabled determining characteristic motions that
need to be reconstructed by the launcher simulator intended to be developed for personnel training.Te half-car approach is applied for
modelling the unit which consists of a vehicle and is attached to its missile launcher. Te combined system is represented by a lumped-
parameter model. Te mathematical model is derived by applying the principle of Lagrange diferential equations. Motion laws of the
components of the system as its response to excitation load generated during missile launch were determined.

1. Introduction

In modern warfare, short-rangesurface-based air defence
(SBAD) units play an important role in ensuring defence of
troops from low fying aircraft such as helicopters and
fghters. Te typical layout of the very short-range mobile
fring unit which has already proved its efciency in practise
is the short-range air defence system mounted on an
armoured vehicle. Such a layout guarantees high mobi-
lity–fast entering of the unit to fring area, fast directing of
the missiles to the launching position, their launching, and
fnally leaving the fring area by the unit. However, together,
the very short-range mobile fring unit of this structure
becomes a complex dynamical system.Te characteristics of
dynamical interaction of air defence system and the vehicle
during the missile launching phase have an impact on
dispersion of initial phase motion parameters of the missile
and sequentially of target hitting. Here, two essential needs
of deep understanding of dynamical performance of the unit
can be outlined. First is to ensure the desired target covering
characteristics by selecting parameters of the dynamical
system. Te second is to determine training procedures of

personnel and to train in the most efcient way the per-
sonnel to operate the unit. For this purpose, a training
simulator is intended to be developed which would re-
construct motions of the real short-range mobile fring unit,
thus creating realistic perception of its dynamics by the
operator during the simulated missile launch.

Te importance of the research of the interaction of
rocket/missile launcher has been understood as the era of
intensive development of rocket artillery and other surface-
based missile units started. E.g., the authors of [1] are
a fundamental reference source intended to be used by
rocket/missile systems developers. In it, the behaviour of the
rocket and its launcher is presented as interaction of solid
bodies under the efect of gravity, reaction forces, and rocket
thrust forces what enables selection of the system’s pa-
rameters ensuring the most efective launching process. Lee
and Wilms [2] use the concept of a launcher as a solid body
supported by torsional elastic and damping elements. Te
mathematical model for the analysis of the launcher motions
when an interaction with the rocket and its free motion after
leaving the rocket is derived. Te efect of the blast force
generated by the exhaust gas on the launcher is evaluated.
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Te principle of rigid bodies interacting through elastic and
damping elements is applied by Cochran [3]. Te proposed
three degree-of-freedom model is applied for rocket
launcher and launcher ground surface interaction analysis,
and the impact of the parameters resulting in mal launch of
the rocket was established.

Te research of surface-based fring units with the focus
on determining their dynamical properties and achieving
their best efectiveness has been carried out by Dziopa and
Nyckowski. In [4], the results of experimental tests of the
ZMSU weapon module during the launch of unguided
missiles are presented revealing that the characteristics of tilt
motion of the launcher are presented. Using lumped pa-
rameter approach, the module is modelled as the system
composed of mass, elastic, and damping elements. By the
simulation results, which are in agreement with the ex-
perimental ones, it was shown that the parameters of both
the launcher and the vehicle have an impact on dynamics of
tilt motion of the launcher. In [5], the vibration control of
the results of research carried out on the launcher turret
vibration control during the rocket launch phase using
lumped parameter model is presented. Te proposed hybrid
vibroisolation system allows stabilizing the turret motion by
reducing disturbances occurring due to vibrations excited by
road and missile fring inputs. Krzysztofk and Koruba [6]
researched the problem of increasing precision of the
guiding system of antiaircraft missile launcher mounted on
a moving carrier vehicle when vibrations of the launcher due
to excitations on the vehicle from the road are generated. For
the system modelled by lumped parameter approach,
adaptive control system is proposed.

Te similar approach of the mass, elastic, and damping
element system is applied for the analysis of the dynamical
behaviour of the machine gun—vehicle interaction [7]. With
the use of the same principle, dynamics of stand-alone (no
vehicle) short-range air defence system is researched [8].

A number of research publications concerning the
system of analogous structureMLRS (multiple launch rocket
system) are available as well. In reference [9], MLRS is
presented as a multibody system consisting of rigid bodies
representing the vehicle and the launcher and elastic bodies
in the form of elastic beams representing launching tubes.
All bodies are interacting through elastic damping elements.
With the aim of reducing ammunition consumption during
the standard fring precision test, launch dynamics model,
eigenfrequency equations, and dynamics response equations
are established, dynamics response is simulated, the results
are verifed by a series of tests directly, and, fnally, fring test
scheme allowing signifcant reduction of rocket consump-
tion is proposed.

In reference [10], the problem of improving the dis-
persion characteristics of the rockets is analysed. Te dy-
namic model of motor-mechanism coupling system used for
positioning the rocket at the necessary elevation and azi-
muth angles is derived using the Lagrange method, and the
strategy of neural network predictor-based control system is
proposed.

In reference [11], the efcient modelling method of
MLRS as a coupled rigid-fexible multibody system is

discussed. In the article, the focus is made on launching
subsystem as the multibody system comprising the rocket,
fexible tube, and tube tail. Te rocket and tube tail are
represented as rigid bodies and the fexible tube as
a Euler–Bernoulli beam. Integrating the developed model of
the launch subsystem with the vehicle model through elastic
joints, dynamic response of the tube tip and the rocket is
obtained.

In reference [12], the results of dynamic analysis of
rocket launcher intended to fre rockets of diferent weights
and geometric confgurations moving on launch rail are
presented. Te system is made up of solid bodies repre-
senting the launcher and the vehicle and the deformable one
representing the launch rail. Te derived equations of
motion enable analysis of oscillatory motion of the rocket
launching system.

Summarising it can be stated that the systems missile/
rocket launcher–vehicle are researched rather well aiming to
determine the parameters of launch dynamics. Nevertheless,
results of research conducted to reconstruct motion dy-
namics by a mobile fring unit simulator are not available.

Generally, training consists of class lectures, class sim-
ulators, and fring at targets with actual missiles. But the
missiles are expensive, and usually, it is necessary to make
a number of launches to be adequately prepared. Terefore,
to have feld training, equipment to replace actual shootings
is important for efciency in the training process.

Tus, with the aim of developing equipment that ensures
efcient training of mobile missile unit personnel, research
on characteristic behaviour of the unit that should be
reconstructed by a simulator should be carried out.

2. Dynamical Model of the Missile Launch from
the Very Short-Range MFU

In order to determine characteristic motion laws of the
dynamical system missile launcher–vehicle, “half-car
model” was selected; i.e., planar motion of the system is
analysed [13, 14]. Te results of the literature review pre-
sented in the previous section show that this approach allows
obtaining the results with sufcient accuracy, which is ap-
proved by the results of experimental testing [15]. Te body
of the truck (vehicle) and short-range air defence system are
represented by lumped masses interacting through massless
elastic and damping elements. Vehicle suspension is mod-
elled as a mass spring damper system. Te developed model
is presented in Figure 1. It represents the frst stage of the
missile launch motion, the period when under the efect of
starting engine, the missile is thrown out of the launching
tube. Te model is a fve DOF model with fve depended
variables (q1, q2, q3, φ1, φ2). Te system includes fve inertia
elements:m1,m2,m3,m4, I3 wherem1-unsprung mass of the
truck’s suspension representing the front axle and associated
with it parts; m2-unsprung mass of the truck’s suspension
representing the rear axle and associated with it parts; m3-
sprung mass representing body of the truck; m4-mass of the
launcher; I3-mass moment of inertia of the truck body; q1-
coordinate of unsprung mass m1 of the front suspension in
vertical direction; q2-coordinate of unsprung massm2 of the
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rear suspension in vertical direction; q3-coordinate of the
sprung mass m3 in vertical direction; φ1-angular coordinate
of the sprung mass m3; φ2-angular coordinate of the
launcher; a1-distance from the front suspension to the mass
center of the truck’s body; a2-distance from the rear sus-
pension to the mass center of the truck’s body; a3-distance
between the mass center of the truck body and vertical
suspension stand of the launcher; a4-distance between the
mass center of the truck and revolute joint attachment of the
launcher; a5-distance between the vertical suspension stand
of the launcher and the revolute joint of its attachment; a6-
length of the launcher; a7-distance between the center of
mass center of the launcher and the revolute joint of its
attachment; b1-height from mass center of the launcher to
the point of attachment of its horizontal suspension ele-
ments. Te model includes elastic elements k1, k2, k3, k4, k5,
k6 and viscous damping elements c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 where k1-
stifness of front tire of the truck, c1-damping coefcient of
front tire of the truck, k2-stifness of the elastic element of the
front suspension, c2-damping coefcient of the front sus-
pension, k3-stifness of rear tire of the truck, c3-damping
coefcient of rear tire of the truck, k4-stifness of the elastic
element of the rear suspension, c4-damping coefcient of the
rear suspension, k5-stifness in horizontal direction of the
launcher’s mounting components, c5-damping coefcient in
horizontal direction of the launcher’s mounting compo-
nents, k6-stifness in vertical direction of the launcher’s

mounting components, and c6-damping coefcient in ver-
tical direction of the launcher’s mounting components. Te
angle of attack of the launcher is α0. Excitation force gen-
erated during the frst phase of the missile launch is F(t).

3. Mathematical Model

For the derivation of the mathematical model for the system
presented previously, the second-order Lagrange diferential
equations were applied:

d

dt

δEk

δ _q
  −

δEk

δq
+
δEp

δq
+
δDisp

δ _q
� F, (1)

where Ek-kinetic energy, Ep-potential energy, Disp-damping
energy, F-generalized force vector, q-generalized co-
ordinates, and _q-generalized velocities.

Based on the constructed dynamical model (Figure 1) of
the short-range air defence system, the expressions of the
energies can be written as follows:
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Ten, after making the necessary rearrangements, the
mathematical model of the system can be expressed by
5 second-order diferential equations as follows:
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(5)

With 5 generalized coordinates and 5 generalized ve-
locities, this is a 10th order model.

Te excitation load that acts on the system is generated by
the interaction of the missile and the launching tube during
the frst launch stage. Te vehicle during launch is stationary,
not moving. Te missile–launch tube interaction is complex,
including components due to the efect of gravity force with
the moving application point, frictional interaction between
the missile and the launching tube, jet efect of the exhaust gas
on launcher’s structure. Together, duration of this excitation
load is very short. With the application of the research
fndings presented in articles [4–6], the excitation load was
modelled as a force pulse of 0.05 s duration.

4. Numerical Simulation of the
Dynamic Process

Te simulation of dynamic processes using the derived
mathematical model was performed using MATLAB soft-
ware. Te numerical values of the system parameters are
given in Table 1.

Te system of ordinary diferential equations of second
order is the mathematical model which was solved by the
Runge–Kutta numerical method of the fourth order [18]
with the application of the ODE45 Matlab function [19]. Te
response of the system as its reaction to the missile launch by
the air defence system was obtained.
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Figure 1: Dynamic model of the very short-range MFU.
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While solving the ODEs, the initial conditions
q1 � q2 � q3 �φ1 �φ2 � 0 at the instant of time t� 0 s were
used. Te vehicle with antiaircraft weapon system is not
moving. Te excitation F(t) is simulated as the force pulse of
0.05 s duration.

In Figures 2–4, displacements of the parts of the mobile
antiaircraft weapon system after the launch are presented at
diferent values of attack angle: α0 � 30°, α0 � 45°, α0 � 60° (see
Figure 1). It can be observed that displacements of the
truck’s front suspension are the greatest at all angles of
attack. Te maximum value of the displacement of 0.017m
was obtained when the launcher attack angle is α0 � 30°
(Figure 2). It was determined that after the launch, the front
suspension moved up, while the rear suspension and the
center of mass of the truck moved down. Tis could be
explained by the fact that the launcher is attached not to the
point of mass center of the truck but closer to the attachment
point of the rear suspension of the truck. After 2 s, the
transient dynamic process ends–the whole system
truck–launcher transits to the steady state. For other values
of the attack angle, the character of displacement evolution is
the same just the maximum displacement values are lower.
In all the cases, the duration of 2 s is necessary for transient
process to decay.

Figure 5 shows angular displacements of the vehicle
body and the launcher during the launch when the angle of
attack α0 � 30°. Te angular coordinate of the launcher φ2
during the launch immediately drops to 0.065 rad and in
2 seconds returns to the initial steady state position. Te
launch has the greatest impact on the generation of rota-
tional vibrations of the launcher. Te angular displacements

of the truck body are not signifcant and fully decay in 2 s.
According to the rotational displacements of the truck and
launcher after the frst launch, the second launch can be
performed after 2 s.

Figure 6 presents the velocities of the inertia elements of
the dynamic model during launch when the angle of attack
α� 30°. Te velocity dq1 of the front suspension after the
launch drops down till the 0.18m/s and immediately in-
creases till the 0.07m/s. Maximum velocity dq2 was obtained
for rear suspension of the truck. Vibration modes of higher
frequencies, which decayed after 1 s, were generated after the
launch. Due to higher mass, stifness, and damping co-
efcients, the lowest vibration velocities were obtained for
the truck.

Figure 7 presents the angular velocities of the body of the
truck and the launcher during the launch when the angle of
attack α0 � 30° and the angular velocity of the launcher (dφ2)
after the launch drops down to 1.8 rad/s and immediately
increases to 0.2 rad/s. Te signifcantly higher angular ve-
locity lasts for a short time interval of about 0.2 s and decays
instantly. Te angular velocity of the truck’s body (dφ1) due
to the higher mass, stifness, and damping coefcients is
very low.

Accelerations of inertia elements of the dynamic model
during launch when angle of attack α� 30° are presented in
Figure 8. Accelerations versus time graphs confrm the
oscillatory decaying nature of the response to the excitation
load generated by the launch process for all mass elements of
the model. Maximum acceleration (ddq1≈−5.7m/s2) was
obtained for the unsprung mass of the front suspension of
the truck. Acceleration of the body of the truck makes a few

Table 1: Parameters of the system used for dynamical process modelling [7, 16, 17].

Parameters Values
k1 (kN/m) 647000
c1 (kN s/m) 250
k2 (kN/m) 500000
c2 (kN s/m) 11000
k3 (kN/m) 2400000
c3 (kN s/m) 700
k4 (kN/m) 1122000
c4 (kN s/m) 54000
I3 (kg m3) 45591
k5 (kN/m) 2000000
c5 (kN s/m) 200000
k6 (kN/m) 2000000
c6 (kN s/m) 200000
a1 (m) 2.94
a2 (m) 2.68
a3 (m) 1.3
a4 (m) 1
α0 30
a5 (m) 0.6
a6 (m) 1.64
a7 (m) 0.82
b1 (m) 0.43
m1 (kg) 775
m2 (kg) 1550
m3 (kg) 3800
m4 (kg) 80
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cycles of decaying oscillations with a maximum amplitude of
about 2m/s2.

Figure 9 presents the angular accelerations of the body of
the truck and the launcher during launch when the angle of
attack α0 � 30°. Te angular acceleration of the launcher
(ddf2) shows an impulse type nature, sudden drop to

−50 rad/s2 and immediate increase to a value of approxi-
mately 270 rad/s2 while the angular acceleration of the truck
body is negligible compared to the acceleration of the
launcher. Te obtained accelerations versus time charac-
teristics serve as primary information for the development of
training simulator for the very short-range mobile fring
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Figure 2: Displacements of parts of the mobile antiaircraft weapon system after launch at the angle of attack α0 � 30°: q1-vertical dis-
placement of unsprung mass m1 of the front suspension, q2-vertical displacement of unsprung mass m2 of the rear suspension, and q3-
vertical displacement of mass center of the vehicle body.
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Figure 3: Displacements of parts of mobile antiaircraft weapon system after launch at the angle of attack α0 � 45°: q1-vertical displacement of
unsprung mass m1 of the front suspension, q2-vertical displacement of unsprung mass m2 of the rear suspension, and q3-vertical dis-
placement of mass center of the vehicle body.
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unit—the primary information allowing to determine ex-
citation loads to be applied on the simulator’s components
representing truck’s body and the launcher.

5. Conclusions

(1) A mathematical model of the short-range air defence
system was derived in the form of the system of
second-order ordinary diferential equations
(ODEs), which enables an efcient way to determine

characteristic motions of the system during missile
launch with the aim of being reconstructed by
a launch simulator.

(2) Te laws of motion in the linear and angular dis-
placements of the truck body were obtained. Due to
the excitation load generated by the missile launch,
the highest displacements of 0.017m appeared in the
front suspension of the truck. Its unsprung mass
moved up while the unsprung mass of the rear
suspension moved down. Due to the fact that the
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Figure 8: Accelerations of parts of the mobile antiaircraft weapon system after launch: ddq1-vertical acceleration of front suspension of the
truck, ddq2-vertical acceleration of rear suspension of the truck, and ddq3-vertical acceleration of the center of mass of the truck.
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Figure 9: Angular accelerations of parts of the mobile antiaircraft weapon system after launch: ddf1-angular acceleration of the truck body
and ddf2-angular acceleration of the launcher.
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launcher is attached not to the point of mass center
of the truck but closer to the attachment point of the
rear suspension of the truck, angular motion of the
body is observed.

(3) Te launching load has the highest impact on the
angular motion of the launcher. Due to the excitation
load generated by the missile launch, angular co-
ordinate of the launcher almost instantly dropped to
the value of 0.065 rad and in 2 seconds returns to
initial steady state position. Angular displacement of
the body of the truck is not essential and therefore
can be neglected.

(4) Peak velocity values of the unsprung masses of the
truck suspension are observed in the time interval of
0.2 s. For the front suspension, these values are
0.18m/s and 0.07m/s, and for the rear suspension,
0.14m/s and 0.8m/s accordingly.

(5) Te highest linear acceleration (ddq1≈−5.7m/s2)
was obtained for the unsprung mass of the front
suspension of the truck, and the acceleration of the
body of the truck shows the nature of decaying
oscillations with a maximum amplitude of about
2m/s2. Impulse-type nature of the angular acceler-
ation of the launcher (ddf2) is observed, while the
angular acceleration of the body of the truck is
negligible compared to acceleration of the launcher.

(6) Te laws of motion obtained and their kinematic
parameters allow the principal assumption that,
using the obtained quantitative and qualitative
simulation data, the dominant angular motion of the
launcher and the linear motions of the truck body
need to be reconstructed by the training simulator
for the very short-range mobile fring unit.
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